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As the Gallipoli centenary marches closer, the revamped First World 
War Galleries show that age will not weary the Australian War Memorial.

WHEN THE 
WORLD WENT 
TO WAR

years have passed since the world plunged into the 1914-18 Great War, 
a confl ict so vast and terrible in scope that it can truly be said to have 
shaped the century that followed. The Australian War Memorial 
(AWM) in Canberra – opened as Australia’s national Great War shrine/
museum in 1941 – has marked this major centenary with a $32m 
overhaul of its First World War Galleries.

Offi  cially launched on February 22, the new permanent exhibition, 
Australia In The Great War, represents the biggest AWM renovation 
since the 1970s, a seamless combination of new exhibits and 
time-honoured favourites enhanced by high-tech innovation. The 
heritage-sensitive rebuild has returned a long vista to the opening 
hall, lost when a new wing opened in 1971. Visitors are now greeted 
with a steel lifeboat that took troops ashore at Anzac Cove on April 
25, 1915 (and was found still beached there in 1921). It symbolically 
starts visitors on a journey into the Great War’s tangible legacy.

For the fi rst time, the war is presented in chronological order, starting 
with pre-war scene-setting – considerations thought unnecessary in 
earlier times, when living memory was commonplace and the basic 
facts household knowledge. Touchscreen digital captioning comple-
ments written captions, putting more detailed information at your 
fi ngertips. The text has adjustable font size and optional display in 
Chinese and Devanagari (Hindi), the two most common languages 
of non-English-speaking visitors. Accompanying photos can be 
rotated on-screen to show the back of artefacts displayed behind glass.

Digital captioning also graces the new Portrait Ribbon feature, 
a photography series devoted to ordinary soldiers, nurses, etc – a 
welcome counterpoint to the generals and leaders whose faces and 
stories are comparatively well-known. 

Subtle soundscapes (lapping tides for Anzac Cove, rain for the 
trenches) evoke the atmosphere, but the crowning technological 
innovation is the Gallipoli Touchwall, a digital mosaic of wartime aerial 
photos off ering an interactive 3D overview of the entire Gallipoli 
peninsula as it looked (in black and white) in 1915. Occasional blanks 
in the landscape indicate slivers of terrain missed by reconnaissance 
planes. With a fi nger touch, you can zoom in and out, change the ❯ 
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REMEMBRANCE CANBERRA
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Winged Victory by Gilbert 
Doble (1919); Australian 
troops in the Turkish Lone 
Pine trenches, captured on 
August 6, 1915 (below) perspective and discover the story behind 

various sites and battles.
Photography was one of Australia’s key 

contributions to WWI’s legacy – and not just 
the globally praised pros such as Hurley and 
Wilkins. Many Gallipoli Diggers were also 
keen amateur photographers and the AWM 
has an unrivalled archive of their snapshots 
recording frontline life in detail.

Beside an ever-changing scroll of these 
rarely seen images, every frame of extant 
Anzac Cove film, about 20 minutes from 
July-September 1915, screens on continuous 
loop. Much of it captures quiet moments 
such as troop movements or the swishing 
tails of corralled horses, but it culminates in 
ominous smoke puffi  ng above the cliff s as 
shellfi re rages at distant Lone Pine.

Another new display presents artefacts 
found in 2010 during excavations of a mass 
grave at Pheasant Wood, Flanders, where 
victorious German troops buried British and 
Australian dead after the Battle of Fromelles (July 1916). Items found 
surprisingly intact include a woollen sock, a Perth-Fremantle train 
ticket and dozens of glass ampoules, still fi lled with iodine.

Weaponry on show for the fi rst time includes the twisted ruin of a 
Mark II tank shelled at Bullecourt in April 1917, dug up decades later 
and acquired by the AWM in 2013. A 10-pound mountain gun – 
recently obtained in Nepal, where it went as army surplus – was one 
of just six with which the Indian Mountain Battery gave the Anzacs 
their only artillery support during the April 25 landings. 

Perhaps the most remarkable new item, however, is the only original 
Western Front gravestone to be seen outside a European war cemetery. 
Occasionally these markers need replacing; if so the damaged 
originals are normally destroyed. But in this case, AWM staff  spied a 
terminally frost-cracked Australian headstone while visiting Heath 
Cemetery in France and were allowed to acquire it for AWM display. 
The soldier’s story proved an unexpected bonus. Corporal Harry 
Thorpe, killed at Lihons in 1918, was not only a recipient of the Military 
Medal (for bravery), but also an Aboriginal mission station recruit.

While Australia In The Great War was created as a permanent 
exhibition, now is the time to see certain light-sensitive objects, in 
particular paper documents, which will be replaced by facsimiles for 
conservation reasons. These include the laconic one-liner – Emden 
beached and done for – sent by the HMAS Sydney’s Captain Glossop 
in November 1914, to report our navy’s fi rst victory at sea (over the 
German battleship Emden), and a momentous cablegram from 
London to the Governor General dated August 5, 1914, 12.10am. It’s 
mostly in code, but the daunting gist is laid bare in the translation 
underneath: War has broken out with Germany. This simple sentence 
led to more than 200,000 Australians killed and wounded over the 
next four years; one in every 24 people in a nation of under fi ve million.

There’s nothing like an eyeful of an actual 
WWI object to bring home the reality of war. 
Among the most confronting are peppered 
infantry helmets. Private Tom Ashley was cut 
down at Pozières in 1916 while carrying water 
to forward positions. Three gaping holes in his 

steel headgear illustrate the hell of trench warfare. How ever, wooden 
trench signs – vital when the landscape was reduced to a maze of 
duckboards on mud – show that even WWI couldn’t obliterate a sense 
of humour: one from Ypres reads “Idiot Corner”. 

Works by offi  cial war artists will always be part of the AWM fabric. 
George Lambert’s Anzac: The Landing 1915 debuted at the opening of 
the AWM precursor, the Australian War Museum, in Melbourne on 
Anzac Day 1922. It has been an exhibition mainstay ever since, along-
side paintings by others such as John Longstaff  and George Bell.

Similarly indispensable are the big WWI dioramas. Part of the 
AWM’s own heritage, they are virtual reality 1920s-style, but still 
strikingly eff ective, combining sculpture and painting to conjure vivid 
impressions of key frontline environments in colour and 3D. Two of 
the 11 have been retired pending repair, replaced by two – Semakh and 
Desert Patrol, depicting the Australian Light Horse – that have lain 
damaged in storage since the 1980s. All have undergone restoration 
and enjoy touchscreen captions with maps, timelines and text.

A fi nal old favourite soldiering on in the new-look exhibition is 
Private George Giles’ uniform. In 1918, AWM founder Charles Bean 
had the inspired idea of grabbing the full kit of a typical infantryman 
straight off  the Western Front. All that’s missing is Giles himself. 

More than any other display, perhaps, this is a time machine 
speaking direct from the trenches, the jacket still spattered with 
century-old mud. Just behind it, Giles, photographed at the time 
(July 1918), looks on in apparent approval. He’d surely extend the same 
thumbs-up to the entire updated exhibition, which ensures that what 
he and his mates went through will never be forgotten.  A

 B For airfares and holiday packages to Canberra call Qantas Holidays 
on 1300 339 543 or visit qantas.com/holidaysaustralianway


